Nimesh Neema
+91 95226 18840
nimeshneema@gmail.com
Indore, Madhya Pradesh

Summary
I have a keen interest and good understanding of various software
technologies used in Apple hardware platforms such as iOS, running on
iPhone/iPad and macOS running on Macs, along with watchOS and tvOS. I
have experience with entire cycle of developing native apps for iOS. I am a
registered Apple Developer and can assist in developing and deploying
various solutions on Apple platform.
I am always willing to explore and learn best possible technology for
the job at hand. I am inclined towards growing as a software professional by
enhancing my understanding of fundamental concepts and tools.
I have around 8 years of experience working in Software industry,
taking up roles like Software Engineer, Technical Lead, Assistant Project
Manager. I have also worked as an independent consultant. I like mentoring
and training others and help a team grow and deliver quality output.

Professional Skills
Languages :
Frameworks :
Toolchain :
Source Control :
Operating System:

ANSI-C, Objective-C, Swift, Python, JavaScript
Cocoa Touch, Foundation, UIKit
Xcode, Homebrew, Bash
Subversion, Git, GitHub
macOS Tiger - macOS Mojave, Ubuntu

Academic Background
Master of Computer Applications (2008 - 2011)
National Institute of Technology Karnataka, Surathkal (NITK)
Bachelor of Computer Applications (2005 - 2008)
Makhanlal Chaturvedi National University, Bhopal (MCNUJC)

Miscellaneous
Helped with conducting bootcamp training sessions for fresh
engineering graduates on getting started with iOS app development and
mobile app design.
Worked on a few freelance projects where I have helped clients with UI
design, new technology adoption, coding and deployment and app
internationalisation.
I am an active contributor on Ask Diﬀerent, a Stack Overflow sister
website, where I answer questions related to Apple hardware, software and
technologies.

Contact
Web:
Github:
Linkedin:
Ask Diﬀerent:
nimesh-neema

http://nimeshneema.com
https://github.com/nimeshneema
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nimeshneema
https://apple.stackexchange.com/users/279727/

Skype:
Mobile / FaceTime:
email:
Twitter:

nimesh.neema
+91 95226 18840
nimeshneema@gmail.com
@NimeshNeema

Personal
Address:

Relocation:
Marital status:
Languages:

206, Sundaram Apartment
38/2, Biyabani
Indore - 452002
Madhya Pradesh
Open to relocate
Single
English, Hindi

